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1. This work ought to have been done  long ago. 

2. If you had not helped me , I would have been in great trouble. 

3. The dispute can easily be settled between you and me . 

4. It is nothing else  but pride. 

5. His proposal fell out for  need  of support. 

6. Many classes of animals have become extinct . 

7. He died before he could complete his autobiography.  

8. A tree stands beside  the wall. 

9. Food, air and water are  essential  for life. 

10. The mineral resources  of Pakistan are not fully exploited. 

Identify the underlined parts of speech.  

11. These are flowers: Demonstrative pronoun  

12. Twice, the whistle was blown:  Adverb  

13. We were told to save electricity: Adverb phrase  

14. The new process was Brown’s idea: Complement  

15. The whole firm offered its good wishes: Direct object  

16. Jane took a little nap: Noun . 

17. Greek is a difficult language to learn:  Noun  

18. She ran quickl:  Averb  

19. Ahmed is a good student: Adjective.  

20. Pen is in the drawer:  Preposition  

21. The number which is divisible by 7 and not by 14 is: 54  

22. Which of the following equals the product of exactly two prime 

numbers? 

23. Which of the following is a rational number: 1  

24. The greatest number which exactly divides 1155 and 735 is: 105  

25. How many bricks of 6x12x24 cm will be sufficient to construct a 

solid cube of minimum size? 8  

26. Sonia buys two off-cuts of ribbon in a sale. One is 153 cm long. 

The other is 204 cm long. She cuts them so  that she ends up with 

a number of pieces of the same length. What is the greatest 

length each piece can be? 51   

27. The least number which when divided by 12, 15 and 18 leaves 5 as 

remainder in each case is: 185  

28. The greatest number which when divided by 2400 and 3600 

leaves 48 and 60 as remainder respectively is:  10  

29. The chairs in the school hall can be set out in 25 equal rows or 40 

equal rows or in 120 equal rows are: 600  

30. Three bells toll after intervals of 6,9 and 15 minutes respectively. 

If they toll together at 5 pm, when will the toll together next? 

6:30  

31. How many numbers between 150 and 500 are divisible by 2, 3 

and 7 together? 8  

32. The sum of two numbers in 100 and their difference is 37. What 

are the numbers? 3700  

33. The smallest number which when subtracted from 43079 makes 

it divisible by 9 is: 93  

34. A rectangular field which is twice as long as it is broad, has an 

area of 14450 m2. What is its perimeter? 510 m  

35. The cost of planting sugarcane at the rate of 6 paisa per square 

meter is Rs. 5840.64. What is the length of the side of this square 

field? 312  

36. The size of the square which can be made using 256 square 

shapes with a side length of 6cm is: 96  

37. The difference between first two perfect squares that end with 9 

is: 40  

38. On 30th December, 1906, Muslim League was established in the 

city of: Dacca.  

39. From 1937 to 1944, all the eight annual sessions of All India 

Muslim League were presided over by: Muhammad Ali Jinnah.  

40. On 20th May, 2017 Donald Trump in his first visit to Saudi 

Arabia met with: Saudi heads of government 

41. Which country recently severed its ties with Qatar? Jordan  

42. BRICS was established in: 2006  

43. 8th Summit of BRICS was held in Goa (India) in: 2016.  

44. Who is the British PM elected in the General Elections of 2017: 

Theresa May. 

45. The term of Nordic countries is usually used for a group of 

countries comprising of: 

Denmark , Finland , Iceland , Norway and Sweden  

46. Which country has recently converted from parliamentary to 

presidential form of government:  Turkey.  

47. The Champions Trophy Tournament 2017 was held in: 

England and Wales.  

48. Who is newly elected French president on May 7, 2017? 

Emmanuel Macron.  

49. Why were two rounds of elections in France?  Because none  

could get more than 50% votes in the first round.  

50. Indian president Parnab Mukherjee belongs to which party? 

Indian National Congress . 

51. Muslim members in current British parliament are: 16 . 

52. Holy Prophet (PBUH)’s wife Hazrat Hafsa(RA) was daughter of: 

Hazrat Umar(RA) . 

53. Umul Momineen Maria Qibtiyah belonged to: Egypt . 

54. Ottoman caliphate ended in: 1924 . 

55. At the occasion of the conquest of Macca, whose house was 

declared Dar-ul-Amn by the Holy Prophet (PBUH)? Abu Sufyan . 

56. Which of the following was ghazva? Battle of Mota . 

57. Meaning of Zulfiqar: sword of Hazrat Ali (RA) . 

58. Who wrote the book Spirit of Islam? Syed Ameer Ali . 

59. Total number of Makki suras: 86 . 

60. Balochistan got status of a federal province for the first time in: 

1970 . 

61. First commander in chief of Pakistan Army: Sir Frank  

Messervy . 

62. Date of emergence of Pakistan according to lunar calendar: 27 th 

Ramzan . 

63. Most significant aspect of 18th amendment in Pakistan’s 

constitution: decreased the powers of president . 

64. The current Pakistani Parliament is dominated by which class? 

Businessmen . 

65. OIC was established in 1969 in the city of : Rabat . 

66. During Gahzwa e Uhd, at the martyrdom of Hazrat 

____________ the word spread that Holy Prophet (PBUH) 

has been martyred:  Mus’ab bin Umair  

67. Surah Dukhan is a surah of Holy Quran; it literally means: 

Smoke . 



68. Which surah was revealed as a complete surah for the first time? 

Surah Al-Nasr . 

69. The Holy Prohet (PBUH) remained ill for how many days? 13  

70. Literal meaning of Zabur is:  melodious . 

71. In Ghazwa e Uhd, muslims had only two horses. One was driven 

by Holy Prophet (PBUH) and the other by:  Abu Bakar  

72. For how many years Holy Prophet (PBUH) remained under the 

care of his grandfather? 2 years  

73. The meat of donkey was prohibited by the Holy Prophet (PBUH) 

during ghazwa: Khayber  

74. The angels who keep daily account of our deeds are called: 

Kiraaman Katiben . 

75. The prayer stops man from committing sin and bad deeds. This 

has been said in which surah? Al-Ankbut . 

77. The famous prayer of Hazrat Musa(AS) for increase in the 

knowledge is in which surah? 

78. The famous oasis “Dumat ul Jandal” was located in: Saudi  

Arabia . 

79. The first pillar of Islam is: Kalimah . 

80. From which source it was gathered that the total pillars of Islam 

are five? 

81. Newton was: English . 

82. Which country is known as the “Pearl of East”? Maldives . 

83. The country with lowest death rate is: Kuwait . 

84. Which country has highest population density per kilometer? 

Monaco . 

85. Which country besides India celebrates its independence day on 

15th August?  South Korea . 

86. The first woman PM of Bangladesh was: Khalida Zia . 

87. World’s largest nuclear power station is situated in:  Japan . 

88. Largest mosque of world in respect of area is: Masjid al-

Haram  

89. Eifel tower is in: Paris . 

90. Khyber Pass is in: Pakistan . 

91. The greatest seaport in China is: Shanghai . 

92. Which muslim nation has largest population? Indonesia . 

93. The densest planet of universe is: Earth . 

94. The highest mountain peak of the world is: Everest . 

95. Which is the tallest building in the world? Burj Khalifa . 

96. Which is the hottest place? Al Aziziya (Libya) . 

97. The longest man built wall is: The great wall of china . 

98. The longest railway platform of the world is:  Khargpur  

(India) . 

99. Which of the following Central Asian states is enriched with the 

world’s largest mineral resources? Kazakhstan  

100. The highest literacy rate among the SAARC nations is in:  Sri  

Lanka .  

FPSC FIA Paper (II) 2001 
ENGLISH 

(SYNONYMS)  

1. DISPASSIONATE Impartial  

2. EFFACE (to erase) Rub out  

3. INDOLENCE SLOTH  

4. MAWKISH Sentimental  

5. MORIBUND Dying  

(ANTONYMS) 

6. PANDEMONIUM Calm  

7. PERTINENT (relevant) Irrelevant  

8. PRODIGAL Thrifty  

9. PRODIGIOUS Infinitesimal    

10. PROFANE Sanctify  

Fill in the Blanks with suitable option 

11. Lou is a(n) ____ of  more parks and open spaces: Proponent   

12. Man’s fate is _______ Ineluctable   

13. Maria’s ______ failed her when Mario told such a humorous joke that 

she spit out her drink while laughing.  Decorum   

14. Mark carries a(n) _______ to school every day but I have never seen 

him open it. I wonder what he has in it.  Portfolio    

15. Azam can be stubborn and refuse to _______ from a plan even when it 

doesn’t make sense to continue. Deviate   

16. Some _____ never hesitate indulging in anti-social activities. 

brazen face (shameless)  

17. It is always foolish to ______ when there is no evident sign of alarm. 

To cry wolf (to raise a false alarm)  

18. They agreed to _____ and not to refer to the incident again. 

Let bygones be bygones (to forgive and forget past injuries)   

19. We should not ______ of the struggles of life. 

Fight shy (avoid) Some clerks are in the habit of enjoying _______ on very 

flimsy grounds. French leave  

 

Pakistan Affairs 

20. Ghauri ll launched successfully on April 13, 1999 has a range of 

______ 2300 KM  

21. Shaheen l missile has a range of ______ 600 KM  

22. The length of Multan-D.G khan (M5) Motorway is____ 85 KM  

23. Anza lll surface to surface missile was launched on _______ 

August 29, 1999  

24. Ghauri lll missile was launched on _______ September 25, 1999  

25. Which is the largest university of Pakistan? Punjab University  

26. What is the total length of Sakhar Karachi (M_7) Motorway? 

341 KM  

27. The first railway track was established between  Karachi and Kotri  

30. Who is the current Foreign Minister of Pakistan?  

Khawaja Asif (Currently)  

31. The current Auditor General of Pakistan is Tariq Bajwa  

34. Famous TV drama “Waris” was written by? Atta ul haq Qasmi  

36. American Ambassador who died along resident Zia ul Haq in plane 

crash in 1988? Amad Raphael  

37. Recently a leading politician, Salahuddin Quader Chaudhry was 

hanged in Bangladesh. His father, Fazlul Qauder Chaudhry, had served on 

an important position in Pakistan prior to separation of Bangladesh. Please 

name the position. Speaker   



38. Kamran Baradari is one of the oldest Mughal monuments and located in 

Lahore. Who exactly was Kamran?  

Son of babar/ step brother of Humayun  

39. The youngest son of Maharaja Ranjit Singh was elevated at Mahrajah at 

a tender ageof about 5 years, what was his name? 

Duleep Singh mother name Jind Kaur  

40. Khudadad khan was the first South Asian soldier in the British Army to 

receive the highest military award for gallantry, the Victoria Cross, during 

the First World war in. in which country was the fighting where he 

performed the act of bravery, which earned him the Victoria Cross? 

Belgium  

41. Deosai Naational Park is remarkable as it is one of the highest plateaus 

in the world with an elevation of 4. 114 meters. In which region of Pakistan is 

it located? Gilgit Baltistan  

42. G.T Road is one of the main highways of Pakistan. What does G.T stand 

for? Grand trunk  

43. How many administrative Divisions are there in Punjab? 9  

44. Which one of the following districts of Punjab has the lowest population 

density? Bahawalpur   

45. Lal Suhanra National park is located near Bahawalpur   

46. The Muslimbagh is famous for Chromite mine   

47. Where Quaid_e_Azam stayed during illness in 1948? Ziarat  

48. What is meant by chiltan? Forty souls  

49. What is total length of irrigation land in Pakistan? 64, 000 KM  

50. On which River Rawal Dam is located?  Kurrang   

51. When the “indus water basis treat” was signed? 19 september, 1960  

52. The Indus Water Treaty was mediated by  World Bank  

53. When the Sukkur Barrage was completed? 1932  

54. How many canals leave the Indus from Sukkur barrage? 7  

55. What is palla? Important fish found in Indus River  

56. What is the total length of Ravi River? 725 KM  

57. When the Treaty of Amritsar took place? 1846  

58. What was the percentage of Muslim population in Kashmir at the time 

of partition? 77 %  

59. When Burma was separated from India? April. 1935  

60. Who said about the Act of 1935, “a new chapter of slavery.  It was a sort 

of machine with strong brakes and no engine.” Nehru   

61. In which meeting of the Muslim League, the women fully participated 

for the first time? Annual meeting of 1938  

62. From where Allama Iqbal got the degree of Ph.D.? 

Munich University Germany  

63. When Allama Iqbal became the member of Punjab Council? 1928  

64. When Quaid e Azam was elected by Bombay Muslims to the newly 

constituted imperial legislative council? 1910  

65. “Few individuals significantly alter the course of history. Fewer still 

modify the map of the world. Hardly anyone can be credited with creating a 

nation-state. Mohammad Ali Jinnah did all three.” Who said these words 

about Quaid I Azam? Stanley Worlpert   

66. The word ‘dyarchy’ is a compound of Di and Archis. What are its 

meanings? Two & rule  

67. How many Muslims martyred in Ghazwa e Badr? 14  

68. Which of the wives of the Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) gained the title of the 

“Mother of the poor”? Hazrat Zainab bint Khuzaymah (R.A)  

69. Who is called as “Muslim Alexander”? Amir bin AI’as  

70. What do you understand by “choreography” The steps and movements  

in dances  

SCIENCE 

71. Which of the following instruments is used for detecting electric charge? 

Electroscope   

72. In which of the following we cannot use alternating current? 

Galvanometer By the use of which of the following can the conversion of heat 

into electrical energy be achieved? Thermo-couple   

73. Enriched Uranium, used in a nuclear reactor is  

Uranium treated with radiation  

74. Which one of the following is a common constituent of transistors? 

Germanium   

75. Safety wire used in electrical circuits is made of a material having 

Low melting point  

76. For which of the following is a diode used? Rectification   

77. By the use of which of the following types of lens can myopia be 

corrected? Concave  

78. How does a thermos keep the liquid hot for a long time? 

Shining inner walls and double walls of outer covering do not allow  

radiation of heat  

79. Hand pump water is cold in winters and warm in summers. Why? 

It is because of the temperature difference. During winter the outside  

temperature is lower than that of the water which comes out from the  

ground. Reverse is the case in summers.  

MATH 

80. Simplify a5 + a3 a 2  

81. If x – 5 = 19 then x =? 24  

82. 100000/10 × 102 10 6 

83. 1015 × X0 1015  

84. Convert 8 % into decimal fraction.  0.08  

85. The written price of a coat is Rs. 275, if 15% rebate is given on the 

written price, what will a customer pay? 233.75  

86. Total number of students in a school is 1200. If 65% students belong to 

rural areas, find the number of students from urban areas.  330  

87. If x is west of y and y is north of z, towards which directions of x is z?  

South east  

89.  What comes between 16 and 4 in this series?         9  

90. A clock seen through a mirror reads quarter past three 

       Quarter to 9 

91. I am sixth in a queue numbering from either end. How many are there in 

the queue? 11  

92. A is the father of B but B is not A’s son. What is the relationship of B to A? 

Daughter  

93. Your father says, “I have four sons” but you say, “I have only three 

brothers.” Who is wrong? None   

94. “Horse Power” is a standard unit of power equal to  746 watts  

95. At 12 o’ clock noon, Pakistan standard time, the time in London (U.K) 

shall be _____ 7 A.M  

96. 1 meter = ______ 100 cm  

97. If x + y =10 and x – y = 4 then x2 =? 49  

98. If 3x-4 = 11 what is the value of (3x-4)2? 121  

99. If the average (arithmetic mean) of 3a and 4b is less than 50 and a is 

twice b, what is the largest possible integer value of a? 10  

100.  Cost of 2 __ dozen eggs is Rs. 75. Find the cost of 7 __ dozen eggs, 



FPSC FIA Paper 2004 
ISLAMIYAT 

1. The first ‘Wahi’ was revealed upon the Holy Prophet in: 610 AD  

2. The third battle fought between Muslim of Medina and Quraish of 

Mecca was: Khandak  

3. Hazrat Amir Mauwiya belonged to which tribe: Banu Ummiaya  

4. Suleman the Magnificent was a King of which dynasty: 

Ottoman  

5. Who lead Muslim forces during the ‘Crusades’:  Salah ud Din  

Ayubi  

6. Who is supposed to pay ‘Fatrana’ of minor children: Father  

7. Wealth invested in trade to the amount of 200 Dirhems , was 

subjected to a zakat _____ dirhems, during the early period of 

Islam: 5  

8. Which animal is not taxable for zakat: Elephant  

9. Camels less than ____ are zakat free as established by the Holy 

Prophet (PBUH): 5  

10. Sheep and goats are less than ____ are zakat free: 40  

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE:  

1. Dragon is a symbol of: China  

2. ‘Rohtas Fort is situated near Jhelum. It was built by: Sher Shah  

Suri  

3. “Hayat-e-Jwaid” written by Altaf Hussain Hali is n the life of: 

Sir Syed Ahmad Khan  

4. The oldest Barrage of Pakistan is: Sukkur Barrage  

5. Tanda Dam built in 1965 on river: Kohat- Toi  

6. ‘The Indus Saga and the making of Pakistan’ book is written by: 

Aitzaz Ahsan  

7. When the period of Kharif crop starts and when it ends: June-

September  

8. The period of Rabi season is: October- May  

9. Largest stadium of athletics of Pakistan was present in: 

Islamabad  

10. Animal Husbandry University is located at: Lahore  

11. Which of the following is Cottage Industry: Handicraft  

12. The agro based industry is: Dairy Farms  

13. The biggest industry of Pakistan is: Textile  

14. The biggest industrial unit in public sector is: Pakistan Steel  

Mills  

15. Who wrote Sassi Punno: Hashim Shah  

16. Who wrote Sohni Mahiwal: Fazal Shah  

17. Who wrote Qissa- Ahsan al- Qissas: Ghulam Rasool  

18. Heavy mechanical complex , Taxila was set up with the aid of: 

China  

19. Who is the author of ‘India Wins Freedom’: Maulana Abdul  

Kalam Azad  

20. Medium range missile Abdali was first launched on: March 26,  

2003  

21. Which of the following countries is situated in the Scandinavian 

region: Denmark, Norway,                          Sweden  

22. ‘Acupuncture’ medical treatment originated in: China  

23. ‘The Wealth of Nations’ was written by: Adam Smith  

24. ‘Micro’ means: A millionth part  

25. Karl Marx presented his ideas in his famous work: Das Capital  

26. In Economics ‘Equilibrium’ means: A state of balance  

27. Warren Buffet earned his wealth through: Stock Exchange  

28. Ashes is played between: Australia and England  

29. Brazil is situated in: South America  

30. Steve Jobs earned fame during his association with: Apple   

31. A stock which is highly in demand being a low risk investment is 

called: Blue Chip  

32. Illegal commercial activities which go in recorded are termed as: 

Black Economy  

33. The tail in the value of an asset is: Depreciation  

34. ‘Euclid’ was an ancient Greek: Geometer  

35. Who inaugurated the Protestant Reformation in the Christianity: 

Martin Luther  

36. ‘Dum Dum’ International Airport is in: Calcutta  

37. The legendary painting ‘ Mona Lisa’ is the creation of: 

Leonardo de Vinci  

38. What is the effect of ‘Deficit Financing’ on Economy: Inflation  

39. The Communist Revolution of Russia took place in: 1917  

40. ‘Almamater’ means: One’s College or University  

41. Suez Canal connects two seas which are: Mediterranean and  

Red Sea  

42. ‘Scotland Yard’ is the Police Department: England  

43. The founder of ‘Scout’ movement was: Lord Beden Powel  

44. The country which introduced competitive examinations for the 

selection of Public Servants for the first time was: China  

45. The Printing Press was invented by: Johann Guttenberg  

46. A ‘Hector’ is equal to:  2.47 acres  

47. Peter Drucker is considered to be the ‘guru’ of:  Management  

48. How many stages of development have been indicated by 

Rostou: 5  

ENGLISH 

1. Famous English Novel ‘Tale of two cities” was written by: 

Charles Dickens  

2. Michael Dell is one of the biggest name of: Today’s  

Computer World  

3. ‘May Day’ is celebrated to remember the killings of labor 

protest of 1st May, 1896, in: Chicago  

4. ‘Monolith’ means: A single, large organization, very  

slow of change  

5. Hamlet is written by: Shakespeare  

6. Pick the most nearly similar in meaning to ‘Abhorrence”: 

Extreme hatred  

7. Julian Assange is: Founder of Wiki Leaks  



8. ‘Estisalat’ is a company of: Telecommunication  

9. SECP is the regulatory authority of: Stock Market  

10. The IMF has sanctioned loan for Pakistan amounting to :  

$7.5 million  

11. New York’s Wall Street is a market of: Stocks  

12. The most nearly opposite in meaning to ‘Sumptuous’ is: 

Partial  

13. Exports in Chemicals and Sugar sectors have ____ a 

phenomenal rise this year: Registered   

14. Which word is spelt wrong in the following set of words, 

Pladge, Provoke, Precise, Predict: Pladge  

15. He did not get the job because the knowledge of its was 

found to be: Inadequate  

16. A tool for tightening or loosening nuts and bolts is 

a: Screwdriver  

17. To pay off old scores is to get one’s : Revenge  

18. Pick the one most nearly opposite in meaning to Lack 

Luster: Vibrant  

19. Pick the one most nearly similar in meaning to ‘Lassitude’: 

Tiredness  

20. One who never takes strong drinks is called a/an: 

Alcoholmeter  

21. If one does a duty with heart and soul, it is done: 

E nthusiastically  

22. ‘Air head’ means:  A stupid person  

23. ‘Adversary’ is a/an:  Opponent  

24.  A person who studies rocks and soils is a: Geologist  

MATH:  

1. x° . 100= ?: 100  

2. opposite of ‘Hostile’ is: Friendly  

3. what is the L.C.M of 25,30,35 and 40: 4200  

4. A wholesale tea dealer has 408 Kilograms, 462 Kilograms 

and 516 Kilograms of three different qualities of tea. He wants it all 

to be packed into boxes of equal size without mixing. Find the 

capacity of the largest possible box: 50  

5. If x= (1.690-0.01) then the value of ‘X’ is: 1.20  

6. 1216-2/3 + 127-4/3: 18  

7. Which of the following sets of fractions is in descending: 

67,79,35  

8. 5,2,7,9,16,25: 41  

9. 3,12,27,48,75,108: 147  

10. 3,7,23,95: 479  

11. 6,18,3,21,7,56: 8  

12. 4,9,25,?,121,169,289,361: 49  

13. 6,13,28,59: 122  

14. 9 is 1/3% of what number: 300  

15. If 25 students took an examination and 4 of them failed. 

What percent of them passed: 84% 

16. The diameter of a round table is 7 meters. How much 

distance a person will walk around it: 22 meters  

17. The square root of 729 is: 27  

FPSC FIA Paper 2005 
English 

Fill in the blanks 

1. One must keep __________ promise  :  his  

2. It is no use __________ everything.     :  to  find fault with   

3. My views are different __________ :   from yours  

4. You have played____ :   instead of work  

5. Thy necessity is_______  :  greater than mine  

6. May I now? :  take leave  

7. He denied_____ :  that he was a thief  

8.  No sooner had the meeting ended____ the crowd disappeared. 

:  than  

9. I shall never allow such letter to ne sent ______  my signature. :   

under  

10. He resigned______ :  himself to failure  

Tick the correct meaning 

11. We have not envisaged  this turn of events: imagined  

12. The decision taken by the Managing Committee is irrevocable. 

:  irreversible  

13. They are quite a few intractable children in the class.  :    

hard to manage  

14. He faced all his misfortunes with equanimity. :   calmness  

of mind  

15. Some of the people are fond of leading sequestered life :   

secluded  

16. Everybody applauded his performance spontaneously. :   

naturally  

17. The knowledge of nuclear power might lead to annihilation. :   

total destruction  

18. Everybody present wondered at his audacity. :  impudence  

19. There is a great disparity in all these statements :  difference  

20. Successful leaders are usually men of great eloquence :   

fluent speaking  

General Knowledge  

21. When Pakistan got observer status in Shangai Cooperation 

Organization? :  2005  

22. When treaty of IZMIR was signed? :  1977  

23. When Iran was jolted by its epochal Islamic Resolution? :  1979  

24. When Pakistan the member of World Trade Organization? :  1 st 

January 1995  

25. When the original members of R.C.D met in Islamabad? :  1990  

26. Which treaty after amendment became the charter of ECO? :   

Izmir Treaty  

27. Organizational Structure of ECO consists of ________ :  All of  

above  

28. In which year Soviet Union fell apart and many if its republics 

emerged as independent states in the world? :  1991  

29. When in order to expand the ECO , an extra ordinary two-day 

session of council of foreign ministers of the original ECO states was 

held on?  :  November 28-29, 1992  



30. With the addition of new members the membership jumped to 

nine with a population of :  300  million people  

31. Who was pointed as Usher for Hijrat e Madinah? :  Hazrat 

Abdullah bin Ariqat :  R.A   

32. Who was a historian, jurist, philosopher, as well as politician? :   

Abdur Rehman Ibn e Khaldoon  

33. When law of inheritance was revealed? :  four Hijree  

34. Who was the Last commander in chief for Ghazw- e –Mautah? :   

Hazrat Khalid bin Waleed R.A  

35. Imam Dar ul Hijrat is   the title of    :  Imam Malik  

36. The word Muhammad :  SAW as  name has been mentioned in 

Quran only :  Four times  

37. Khateeb-ul- Anabia is a title of :  Hazrat Shoain  

38. Hazrat Umar :  RA appointed as custodian of Bait-ul-Mal :   

Abdullah bin Umar :  RA  

39. The effective Zakat System can ensure the elimination of :   

Poverty  

40. A verse of Holy Quran indicates the name of :  Hazrat Zaid :   

RA  

41. California is known as ‘Silicon Valley’ because if :  computer  

software industry  

42. ‘Chennai’ is the new name of Indian city :  Madras  

43. fd 

44. ‘Tenage’ is the currency of :  Kazakhastan  

45. World bank president is :  None (Kim Jong Un)  

46. ‘BIN’ is the intelligence agency of :  Indonesia  

47. Science of human races is called :  Anthroplogy  

48. ‘Seattle’ is the seaport of :  USA  

49. ‘Klaus Schwab’ is the founder of :  World Economic Forum  

50. Why ‘Black Sea’ is so called? :  The dense fog that prevails  

there in water  

MATH 

51. The price of 10 chairs is equal to that of 4 tables. The price of 15 

chairs and 2 tables together us 40000. The total price of 12 chairs 

and 3 tables is: :  Rs. 39000  

52. The salaries of A and B together amount ti Rs. 2000. A spends 

95% of his salary ad B, 85% of his, if now, their savings are the same, 

what is A’s salary? :  Rs. 1500  

53. Five-eighth of three-tenth of four-ninth of a number is 45. What 

is the number? :  540  

54. Which of the following numbers should be added to 11158 to 

make it exactly divisible by 77? :  7  

55. 100+50*2=? :  200   

56. 5004/139-6 :  30  

57. How many pieces of 0.85 meters can be cut t form a rod 42.5 

meters long :  50  

58. A batsman has a certain average of runs for 16 innings. In the 

17th inning, he makes a score of 85 runs, thereby increasing his 

average by 3. What is the average after 17th inning? :  37  

59. In Ajmal’s opinion his weight is greater than 65 kg but less than 

72 kg. his brother does not agree with Ajmal and he thinks that 

Ajmal’s weight is greater than 60 kg but less than 70 kg. His mother 

view is that his weight cannot be greater than 68 kg. if all of them 

are correct in their estimation, what is the average of different 

probable weights of Ajmal? :  71 kg  

60. In a group of ducks and buffaloes, the total number of legs is 24 

more than twice the number of heads. Find the total number of 

buffaloes?  :  12  

61. 7500+ :  1250/50 :  7525  

62. :  3080+61600/28 :  330 

63. Simplify :  31/10* :  3/10+ :  7/5/20 :  1  

64. What number comes next?  4,196,16,144,36,1000,64 :  64 

65. Find the value of X X= :  6/119* :  63/8* :  17/9 :  1/4  

66. Along a yard 225 meters long, 26 trees are planted at equal 

distances, one tree being at each end of the yard. What is the distance 

between two consecutive trees :  9  

67. The price if 2 sarees and 4 shirts is Rs. 1600. With the same 

money one can buy 1 saree and 6 shirts. If one waits to buy 12 shirts, 

how much shall he have to pay? :  Rs. 2400  

68. A man’s investment doubles in every 5 years. If he invested Rs. 

5,000 in each of the years 1960, 1965, 1970, and 1975, then what was 

the total amount received by him in 1980? :  Rs. 1,50,000  

69. Water tax is increased by 20% but its consumption is decreased 

by 20%. Then, the increase or decrease in the expenditure of the 

money is :  4% decrease  

70. On increasing the price of T.V sets by 30% , their sale decreases 

by 20%, What is the effect on the revenue receipts of the shop? :  4%  

increase  

SCIENCE 

71.  Who was the inventor of the thermos flask? :  James Dewar  

72. Who invented logarithm? :  John Napier  

73. Who invented the revolver? :   Samuel Colt  

74. Television plays a very vital role in today’s life. Can you tell the 

name of the scientist who invented it? :  J.L. Baird  

75. Which scientist is known for the invention of helicopter? :   

Henry Greathhead  

76. Who invented the Vulcanite Ruber? :  Charles Goodyear  

77. By whom was the electric motor invented? :  Nilola Tesla  

78. Which scientist is known fir the invention of Video Tape? :   

Charles Ginsberg  

79. The pressure cooker brought a great relief to housewives :   

Denis Pepin  

80. knitting machines are the life of hosiery. Can you tell the name 

who was the inventor of the Knitting Mahines? :  William Lee  

Pakistan Affairs 

81.  During the yeas from ___ to ____ was greatly influenced by 

Meh-ul Nisa :  1611-1627  

82. Mehr –ul Nisa later known as :  Both a and b  

83. In March 1958, the Provincial Cabinet of West Pakistan was 

formed by :  Muzffar Ali Qazibash  

84. He was elected President of Muslim League in 1958 after the 

death of Sardar Abdur Rab Nishtar :  Mumtaz Daultana  

85. In East Pakistan, the Cabinet of Ataur Rehman was dimissed 

on 31st March 1958 by :  Fazl ul Haq  

86. On 31st March 1958, Fazlul Haq was succeeded as governer of 

East Pakistan by :  Hameed Ali  

87. During the period of Feroz Kahn Noon, Muscat handed over 

Gawadar to Pakistan on :  8 th September 1958  



88. Dr. Khan Sahib was assassinated on :  9 th  May  

89. General Ayub Khan took over as tge Chief Martial Law 

Administrator of Pakistan on :  7 th October 1958  

90. Maj- Gen Iskandar Mirza, appointed Gen- Ayub as Prime 

Minster of Pakistan on ; :  26 th  October 1958  

ISLAMIAT 

91. Rulers of Pre- Islamic Iran were called :  Kisra  

92. Control over city state if Mecca was regained by thee Quraish 

under :  Qusay  

93. Banu Adnan were descendants of :  Hazra Ismail  

94. Hazrat Hamza accepted Islam in :  none  

95. Battle of Uhd was fought in the year :  3 A.H   

96. The first mosque built for Muslims was :  Quba Mosque  

97. Musailima Kazzab was killed by :  Wahshi  

98. Battle of BADR was fought in the year :  2 A.H   

99. Grand Mosque at Damascus was built by :  Waleed  

100. At Qadsia ______ commanded the Muslim army :   Saad  

bin Abi  Waqas  
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                                                                ENGLISH 

1. He _____ mend his habits before it is too late. : must  

2. _____ my brother come give him this message. : should  

3. I have made up my mind that I resign this job. : must  

4. He is only a child a child. How _____ what to do? : should he  

know  

5. ____  all this work tomorrow ? I am feeling so tired. : Should  I  

do  

6. _____ out of here. It is getting suffocating. : Let's get  

7. My parents said that they ____ a large amount of money for my 

education. : were to save  

8. They agreed that the election _____ be held at an early date. : 

would  

9. It was desirable that there _____ be unanimity over the decision. 

: would 

10. He said he would be punctual . He _____ be here at any 

moment. : would  

11. This long illness has reduced him _____ a skeleton. : a  

12. My father found it difficult to accede ______ my request. : to  

13. The report did not find favour ____ that the shareholders. : 

with  

14. A courageous never despairs ____ success. : of  

15. There is no exception to this rule. : to  

16. He is ignorant ____ what he pretends to know. : of  

17. The party comprises ______ Rana, Shanza and myself. : no  

preposition  

18. He was vexed _____ the behavior of his son. : at  

19. A large of colleges are affiliated _____ the Punjab University. : 

to  

20. The man was an accomplice _____ the thief. : of                                                

                           GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 

21. In which city of Pakistan OIC meeting held in 1974? : Lahore  

22. Where is the headquarter of OIC? : Jeddah  

23. The secretary general of OIC is appointed for the period of? : 

4 years  

24. The charter of the organization of the Islamic conference 

established? : 1972  

25. The conference of the head of the states of OIC is conveyed 

every? : 3 years  

26. When was the organization of the Islamic Conference 

established? : 1969  

27. How many members does OIC have? : 57  

28. SAARC regional convention on suppression of terrorism was 

signed during the third SAARC Summit in Kathmandu in : 

November, 1987  

29. Which country played a pivotal role in the formal launching of 

the SAARC at the first summit at Dhaka in 1985? : Bangladesh  

30. When the 12th SAARC Summit was held in Islamabad? : 5 th 

and 6 th  January, 2004  

31. Which of the following country’s parliament is called “Diet” : 

Japan  

32. Among the world’s largest cotton producing countries, 

Pakistan stands at number. : Four  

33. Toot oil and natural gas field is located in. : Punjab  

34. The largest Hydel power plant station among the following is. 

: Warsak  

35. The headquarter of food and agriculture Organizational is 

located in. : Rome  

36. The author of the book “Pakistan in the Twentieth Century” : 

Lawrence Ziring  

37. Pomology is a branch of science that deals with! : The study  

and cultivation of fruits  

38. “Dasht-e-lut” desert is located in. : Iran  

39. The Russian Nuclear Submarin “Kursh” was submerged under 

water in. : Barents Sea  

40. “Corbillion Cup” is given in the game of. : Table Tennis 

41. “Diego Garcia” is a : United States Military State in the Indian  

Ocean  

42. The maximum annual rainfall is recorded in. : Murree  

43. The nearest planet to the Sun is : Mercury  

44. General Secretariat of the European Parliament is in. : 

Luxembourg  

45. After the death of the Quaid-e-Azam, the next president of the 

first constituent Assembly of Pakistan was. : Maulvi Tameej-ud-

Din  

46. Which of the following statement is wrong? : Royal  

observatory of Greenwich is in Copenhagen  

47. The book “Pakistan main Intazamia ka zawal” is written by. : 

Dr. Safdar Mahmood  

48. Archaeologist in Israel have recently discovered 20000 years old 

village under the mud of. : Dead Sea  

49. Masjid-e-Khief is located in. : Minna  

50. Ghaseel ul Malaika is the title of. : Hazrat Hanzala(R.A)  

                                           



                                             MATH 

51. Which of the following numbers should be added to 11.138 to 

make in exactly divisible by 77? :  7  

52. John is traveling to a meeting that is 28 miles away. He needs to 

be there in 30 minutes.   How fast should he go to make it in time? : 

56mph  

53. 9999+8888+777+ ? = 19700 : 64  

54. If Sam can do a jab in 4 days that Lisa can do in 6 days and Tom 

can do in 2 days, how long would the job take if three of them 

complete it together? : 1.09 days  

55. The banker’s gain of a certain sum due 2 years hence at 10 

percent per annum is Rs. 24. The present worth is. : Rs. 600  

56. The discount on a bill of Rs. 540 is 90. The banker’s discount is. : 

Rs.108  

57. If two planes leave the same airport at 1:00 PM, How many 

miles apart will they be at 3:00 PM if one travels directly north at 

150mph and others travels directly at west at 200mph? : 500mph  

58. A man has hens eggs and cows. If the number of heads be 48 and 

number of feet equals 140, then the number of hens will be. : 24  

59. Ali sold a table Rs.800 which he bought for Rs. 1000. What is his 

percentage loss? : 20 percent  

60. The area of the kitchen is n times the area of the balcony. Hence n 

is. : 60 percent  

61. In an election between two candidates, one got 55 percent of the 

total valid votes. 20 percent of the votes were invalid. If the total 

number of votes was 7500, the number of valid votes that the other 

got was. : 2700  

62. In an election involving two candidates, 68 votes were declared 

invalid. The winning candidate scores 52 percent and wins by 98 

votes. The total number of votes polled is. : 2518  

63. A’s income is 25 percent more than B’s income. B’s income in 

terms of A’s income is? :80 percent  

64. Water tax is increased by 20 percent but its consumption is 

decreased by 20 percent, then the increase or decrease in the 

expenditure of the money is. : 4 percent decrease  

65. On increasing the price of T.V. sets by 30 percent, their sale 

decreases by 20 percent. What is the effect of the revenue receipts of 

the shop. : increases 4 percent  

66. The price of sugar increases by 20 percent. By what percent must 

a house wife reduce the consumption of sugar, so that the 

expenditure of the sugar is same as before. : 16.66  

67. The price of the sugar increases by 20 percent. As a result a 

family decreases its consumption by 25 percent. The expenditure of 

the family on sugar will be decreased by. : 10 percent  

68. In a competitive examination in state A, 6 percent candidates got 

selected from the total appeared candidates. State B had an equal 

number of candidates appeared and 7 percent candidates got 

selected with 80 more candidates got selected than A. What was the 

number of candidates appeared from each State? : 8000  

69. The price of a car is Rs. 325,000. It was insured to 85 percent of 

this price. The car was damaged completely in an accident and the 

insurance company paid 90 percent of the insurance. What was the 

difference between the price of the car and amount received? : Rs.  

76,375  

70. The sum of the number of boys and girls in a school is 150. If the 

total number of boys is X, then the total number of girls becomes X 

percent of the total number of the students. The number of boys is. : 

60  

                                      SCIENCE 

71. The inventor of the safety pin ? : Walter Hunt  

72. The inventor of the Synthetic Dyes ? : William Perkins  

73. The inventor of the Fountain Pen ? : Waterman  

74. The inventor of the Refrigerator ? : James Harrison  

75. The inventor of the Electric Fan is? : Wheeler  

76. The inventor of the Aeroplane? : Orville Wright and Willber  

Wright  

77. The inventor of the Balloon? : Montogolfier  

78. The inventor of the Knitting Machine? : William Lee  

79. The inventor of the Murcury Thermometer? : Gabriel  

Farenhiet  

80. The inventor of the “Method of manufacturing Steel from Iron”? : 

Sir  William Cook  

                                            PAKISTAN AFFAIRS 
81. From 1950 to 1958 Pakistan passed through a period of political 
instability and witnessed only one Commander-in-Chief but. : 

Seven Prime Ministers  

82. On October 7, 1958, Martial Law was proclaimed by : 

Iskander Mirza  

83. Hussain Shaheed Suhrawardy took oath as Prime Minister of 

Pakistan on. : 8 th  September  

84. In Suhrawardy Cabinet Mir Ghulam AH Talpur, Sardar Amir 
Azam Khan, Jaffer Shah, Syed Amjad Ali and Feroz Khan Noon 

belonged to : Republican Party  

85. H.S Suhrawardy lost support at home because its government 

did not extend support in 1956 to. : Egypt  

86. French and British fought for supremacy in Deccan from. : 1744  

to 1763  

87. I.I. Chundrigar succeeded H.S. Suhrawardy as Prime Minister of 

Pakistan on. : 18 th  October 1957  

88. Who participated Tashkant Pact as the foreign minister of 

Pakistan? : Mr. Z.A. Bhutto  

89. Sea root to India was discovered by. : Vasco-de-Gama  

90. Aryans came from Central Asia to India around. : 2500  B.C.  

                                                               ISLAMIYAT 

91. In whose reign, POLICE force was established? : Hazrat  

Umar (R.A.)  

92. Namaz-e-Kusuf is offered. : At the time of eclipse of the sun  

93. Jail system was introduced by. : Hazrat Abu Bakar  

Saddique (R.A.)  

94. In the prescence of children, how much is the portion of wife out 

inheritance of husband property? : One eighth  

95. There are _______ sajod in Holy Quran? : 14  

96. Third Kalma is Majeed, name the fourth kalma? : Toheed  

97. Fifth Kalma is Istigfar. Name the sixth kalma? :                  

Radd-e-Kufr  

98. Which angels are responsible of questioning in graves and initial 

accountability? : Munkar Nakeer plate  

99. Who is the incharge of taking the life out of living things? : 

Hazrat Izrael  

100. Whose responsibility is to blow the trumpet on the of 

judgement? : Hazrat Israfeel  

 

 


